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? More Children Staff Picks
LEGO Books
Books to inspire creativity with LEGOs.
Compiled by:
Lizzie F.

365 Things to Do with LEGO Bricks
Simon Hugo
Children's Area ? J 688.72 Hug
"This interactive book features imaginative play and building ideas, from LEGO projects that take just a
few minutes and require a handful of bricks to inspirational build ideas and activities to keep you
occupied for hours. Full of games and activities that will keep you busy every day of the year" ?Amazon

Awesome LEGO Creations with Bricks You Already Have: 50 New Robots, Dragons,
Race Cars, Planes, Wild Animals and Other Exciting Projects to Build Imaginative Worlds
Sarah Dees
Children's Area ? J 688.72 Dee
?This unique activity book has step-by-step instructions and tons of photos to teach you how to build allnew and totally awesome robots and a robot lab, race cars to race your friends and jet planes to zoom
across the room at lightning speed or fit in your pocket for on-the-go play.? ?Publisher

Build Your Own LEGO Knights Realm: The Big Unofficial LEGO Builders Book
Joachim Klang
Children's Area ? J 688.725 Kla
"This new unofficial Lego builders book combines the fascinating world of medieval knights and other
fantasy kingdoms with iconic items and great building ideas all illustrated with easy-to-follow step-bystep building instructions" ?Amazon

Cool Creations in 35 Pieces
Sean Kenney
Children's Area ? J 688.725 Ken
?LEGO artist Sean Kenney reuses the same thirty-five LEGO bricks to create a variety of images in all
categories: vehicles, spaceships, home accessories, animals, nature, robots, and many other subjects. This

new LEGO offering is sure to spark imagination and encourage kids to think outside the box.? ?Publisher

Cool Creations in 101 Pieces
Sean Kenney
Children's Area ? J 688.725 Ken
?You can build even more models in this follow-up to the author's Cool Creations in 35 Pieces! Lay out
your pieces, follow the simple instructions, tips and techniques, and create the exciting miniatures.?
?Publisher

The LEGO Animation Book: Make Your Own LEGO Movies!
David Pagano
Children's Area ? J 777.7 Pag
"A guide to stop-motion LEGO animation, with instructions and exercises covering all the steps in the
filmmaking process. Includes equipment suggestions, sound and lighting tips, animation and special
effects techniques, storyboarding exercises, tricks for designing sets, and acting methods for minifigs" ?
Publisher
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